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Project by Luciana Esqueda – 2020-Transformation Text by Luciana
Co-Curator Denise Parizek
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WOMAN ́S BLOOD by Blanca Villeda

The death girls from Juárez Alma Chavira Farel was a child 
in 1993 and her name is already part of History because 
the most sad of reasons: she was the first one on a list of 
people of female genre who were registered in a wave of 
atrocious murders commited in Juárez City, Chihuahua, 
México, at the beginning of that decade. Maybe to have 
been born as a female is the only identifiable cause. But 
the scene is even worst. Alma is the tip of a thread in a 
skein which has not been untangled, and its end   is im-
possible to see because the femicidal stain has spread 
widely across the nationThis backdrop is so close to a 
horror movie where young women of working class use to 
be tortured   and   sexually   abused.   Starting   in   1994,   
México   became   part   of   North  American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) and this commercial opening assumed 
the arrival of many  assembly plants to this city nearby El 
Paso, Texas. Therefore, Juárez City became a meeting 
point of hundred of families that arrived from other states. 
All of them expected to find their livelihood.By the number 
of cases and similarity of circumstances It was said at the 
beginning that the death girls from Juárez were victims of a 
serial killer, but the hypothesis lost steam when authorities 
started capturing criminals and femicides kept whipping 
through town.



Utopia for a Transformation  Project by Luciana Esqueda

Multidisciplinary Artist Research on the resurgence of violence that currently 
exists in the world on women and vulnerable groups. The project arises from 
the observation of our current society, development and changes throughout 
history, in terms of female participation and inequality. I have to mention that 
today not many countries have contemplated these changes of the current 
feminine condition, whether by culture, traditions, religions submission. The 
worrying thing is that first world nations they are not exempt from these pro-
blems of violence against female. The recent importance contemplates pro-
tecting these rights at the international level, only 60 years after establishing 
The Human Rights. In turn the recent emerging of the concept of gender 
equity, which will be seen by the most needy, this group includes women, 
elderly, sick and migrant children, where laws, social programs and other 
institutions are created for the protection of these vulnerable groups. It can 
be said that we live in a barbarism updated by the evolution of violence and 
abuse in these unprotected groups, since these institutions and supports are 
not prepared to face the problems due to lack of economic and educational 
political support of society and its representatives. Supported by internatio-
nal policies without interest neither for reality nor of the true current situation 
of these groups. Therefore I fell the necessity and importance for realizing a 
project about violence and trauma of women generally and all in-between 
gender. Working on this current society and the contemporary vision of wo-
men who actively work with tools of their profession in the vindication and 
assessment of these changes and new visions of the environment. Many of 
them live the social and system harassment in being undervalued and cons-
tantly subject to review in terms of their abilities and find possible errors in 
their performance to be dismissed, unlike men, in the work and professional 
environment.











Femicide and the day after By Jackie Campbell 

Violence  in  general,  but  in  this  case,  femicide  
violence,  does  not  stop.  Authorities  do  not  want  
to show numbers about murdered women when in 
reality the difficult situation of  living together 24/7 has  
increased  the  suffering  and  pain  of   women.  Only  
by  making  visible  what  happens  to  us  and creating 
sororal actions, or sharing it in women‘s circles, we are 
going to reinvent ourselves and re-birth the humanity 
that we experienced within this pandemic caused by 
Covid-19. Only women will be able to create a world 
more respectful to the planet. If  the patriarchal system 
still violated us and continue with closed eyes, it will not 
be possible, so my approach is to strengthen networks 
and be brave to create our own ones, and join in the 
bonds of  the diversity of  women who want the world 
that our generation and the followings deserve.



Platform for Arts by  ConteNidos in Arts

During the first months of this year (2020), in the context of 
Pandemic COVID-19, millions of people go into confinement in our 
homes. Remote communication allowed the meeting of a collective of 
women artists Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Mexico, with research in 
the disciplines of theatre, dance, literature, pedagogy and the use of 
technologies. In order to create avirtual platform to mediate artistic con-
tent through spaces ofinteraction aimed at the infant-juvenile public, 
as well as promoting expressionsemerging artistic, the collective Con-
teNidos en Artes emerges. The Platform for Arts of the same name 
presents didactic proposals that seek to activate astimulating and 
affordable virtual environment for infant-youth audiences with content-
link education, affections, experience and critical social development 
tolas artes. In a virtual environment, we seek to energize learnings, 
knowledge, research, creations,reflections and dialogues that allow the 
infant-juvenile audience to intuitively approach differentartistic expres-
sions such as la danza, theatre, visual arts, film, music and literature. 
To achieve this,we propose: create an updated repository with educa-
tional resources and teaching materials tomediate its artistic contents; 
create learning paths to expand the horizons of the artistic and cultural-
knowledge of users; encourage activities of artistic interaction so that 
the user discovers his/hercreative and expressive potential through the 
use of electronic devices; offer inclusive proposals ineducation, artistic 
expressions and technologies to infant-juvenile audiences as compre-
hensiveoptions to their integral training in a friendly environment and 
disseminate individual or collectiveartistic productions in the current 
landscape of artistic education.
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Utopia of a Transformation / Co-Curatorial Text by Denise Parizek 2020
Utopia for a transformation is a multidisciplinary Artist Research on the resurgence of violence that currently exists in the world on women and vulnerable 
groups. The project arises from the observation of our current society, development and changes throughout history, in terms of female participation and 
in- equality. Visually you can see works by Mexican, Italian, Serbian, Austrian, Russian, USA/Spanish artists.
Irrespective of which country the artists come from, they have been confronted with violence, war experience and trauma.
The topic range from the appropriation of churches, war trauma, violence in the family, revenge, uprooting through migration, gender positioning, disappea-
red and murdered woman and transgender persons and violent methods of birth. It is difficult to talk about violence, fear and trauma and to find a method, 
a media for transferring the topic to an art piece. The artists are working with the topic of physical and psychological trauma (Vera Klimentyeva), but also 
war trauma (Isidora Krstic), collective, religious trauma (Jelena Micic) or historical trauma (Bojana Fuzinato-Stamenkovic) and birth trauma (Guadalupe Aldre-
te). Recently, pandemic trauma has been added, which has brought much that was buried and forgotten to the surface (Paula Flores).
Violence against women, LGBQTI+ members, humans in generally is a NO GO!
We can’t speak of two sexes any longer, even if I generally doubt that it was ever possible.
But now it is the time to face it!
To face our problems! In his lecture „Affective Vessels“, Gabriel Luciani examines the so-called self-image of our society and questions prejudices and 
mani- fested opinions.
How progressive is it that we don’t have to define ourselves for the whole life.
We no longer need to label ourselves.
Even gender and sexual preferences are volatile.
This a new kind of freedom, why not enjoy it?
Let’s move together and support a change!
In uncertain times of economic crisis, climate change inclusive catastrophes and a pandemic our common values become volatile.
But all these self-made crises of the past make one thing obvious:
It is time for a change!
A Renaissance of humanism!
The problems are not emerging because of the specific situation in a pandemic, further more they are popping up since a while without recognition to over- 
think the status quo.
Why not say goodby to outdated structures and methods?
Why are we afraid of changes, even when it prophesies a better world?
Are we anxious, conservative, stubborn or just stupid?
Living in the 21. century makes necessary to widen the view, to accept the challenge, to work for a better life.
Against injustice, inequality, inhumanity!
Let’s search for new values!
A revival of humanity!
We don‘t want to accuse, we want to offer an option for change.
Let’s implement an Australian saying in our life:
Happiness is the only thing that doubles when you share it.
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LINKS

https://12-14.org/exhibitions/utopia-de-una-transformacion/
https://pogmahon.com/exhibitions/2020-utopie-einer-transformation/

VIDEOS

Online Vernissage 
https://12-14.org/exhibitions/utopia-de-una-transformacion/

Lecture Gabriel Luciani
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5YJJIN1auI

DOWNLOAD LINKS

Womanly today-Blanca Villeda
https://12-14.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-womanly-today-Blanca-Ville-
da-.pdf

JackieCampell-Femicide and the day after
https://12-14.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/JackieCampell-Femici-
de-and-the-day-after.pdf

ConteNidos in Arts
https://12-14.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/ConteNidos-in-Arts.pdf

TO BE CONTINUED


